


Forward

“Oracle” is a collection of instrumental, fantasy-themed music which was written over a four-

year period, and features in the painting videos of the Sorastro’s Painting YouTube channel.  

The pieces reflect a life of exploration in the many realms of fantasy through my enjoyment of 

books, films, video, board and miniature games, and stylistically have been influenced by many 

composers that have gone before, ranging from the European composers of the Medieval period 

through to Wagner, as well as various film and video game composers too numerous to mention.

Every piece was written with some kind of extra-musical scene or narrative in mind; frozen 

landscapes, haunted villages, sunlit glades, as well as scenes of heroism, despair, beauty and 

wonder, and whilst I hope the pieces stand on their own musical merits I include the following 

notes to provide a little further background information on each track that I hope some of you 

find illuminating as you journey through “Oracle”.  

Sorastro.



1. A Hero’s Return

Composed in 2014 A Hero’s Return is a piece of pure epic fantasy music written for orchestra 

and choir, and went on to become the main theme for the Descent: Journeys in the Dark painting 

series.  When writing the piece I had in mind a heroic adventurer returning home to a bright 

city in a fantastical realm - a place of high towers, solemn statues, and majestic halls.

2. Realm’s Gate

Realm’s Gate was written with the idea of the crossing of a threshold - perhaps the emergence 

from a darkened forest, or the rounding of a corner of a high cliff - to find a sunlit realm 

revealing itself, stretching off into the distance - fields, forests, and mist-shrouded mountains - a 

realm of promise, mystery, and adventure.   

3. Tavern Tales

 

Tavern Tales is the first of two pieces of “tavern” music on the album, and first appeared in 

the Nelly the Barmaid episode from the Zombicide: Black Plague painting series.  The piece 

is actually an instrumental arrangement of a thirteenth-century English song called Sumer Is 

Icumen In which is about the arrival of Summer, and would originally have been sung as a round 

in six-part polyphony.  This is one of two original medieval tunes that I chose to include in the 

Zombicide: Black Plague series to try to introduce an authentic aspect of the period in which 

the game is set.

4. Veil of Frost

Veil of Frost was composed for the Frost Giant episode of the Blood Rage painting series so I 

wanted the music to speak of a frozen landscape and bleak, snow-covered mountains.  The piece 

features the hardanger fiddle, which is a traditional Norwegian string instrument, to conjure an 

ancient, folk-like atmosphere, and uses delicate repetitive lines on the harp and celesta to capture 

the icy stillness of the Frost Giant’s homeland. 



5. Elf Dance

Elf Dance was written for the Silas the Elf episode from the Zombicide: Black Plague painting 

series, and I like to imagine Silas and his kin dancing to this in the forest after a hard day of 

zombie slaying, lit by the flickering light of a bonfire and the silver moon above.

6. Ravenswatch

 

Originally composed for the Zombicide: Black Plague painting series, the opening of this piece 

gives a reverential nod to the evocative opening of New Tristram from the Diablo video game 

soundtrack by Russell Brower.  Ravenswatch was written with the image in mind of a medieval 

village that has fallen on dark times, shrouded in mystery and tainted with dark magic.  The 

piece also features in the Kingdom Death: Monster painting series.      

7. Zombies Don’t Use Swords

“Zombies Don’t Use Swords” is a wonderful line straight out of the Zombicide: Black Plague 

rules manual.  The piece features an assortment of European folk instruments including the 

hurdy-gurdy, and uses skipping, compound rhythms, and overlaid melodies to create a sense of 

energy to capture the spirit of the rabble-like survivors who band together to fight back against 

the medieval zombie invasion.

8. Far Green Country

When writing this I envisioned a green landscape of tranquil beauty that brings to mind Gandalf’s 

line from The Lord Of The Rings: “Then you see it...White shores, and beyond, a far green 

country under a swift sunrise.”  The piece was used for the Descent: Journeys in the Dark 

painting series, and features gently-lilting melodic lines on the steel guitar, alternated with 

passages played on the native American flute and the oboe, chosen to suggest the rural beauty 

of this place I have imagined so often. 



9. Path of the Giants

Path of the Giants was written to accompany the mighty giants of the Blood Rage painting 

series;  I therefore wanted the music to feel heavy, ponderous, and unstoppable.  In the second 

modulating passage towards the end of the piece we hear a brief statement of the opening line 

of the main Blood Rage theme tune played on the hardanger fiddle - a theme that recurs again 

in Forged in Flame, and has it’s fullest expression in To Arms!

10. Lantern’s Glow                                

This is the first of three pieces on the album written for the Kingdom Death: Monster painting 

series.  The music attempts to hint at the expansive darkness of the world in which the game 

is set, yet features hope in the form of the human voice which I included to represent the 

humanity of the survivors.  The piece also makes use of repeated notes on the harp to suggest 

the flickering light of the lanterns that are such an evocative motif in the game, lighting the 

way for the survivors in the endless gloom... 

11. Darkling Forest

Darkling Forest was originally written to conjure the impression of a journey through a forest at 

night, and was later featured in both the Descent: Journeys in the Dark and Zombicide: Black 

Plague painting series.  The repeated string textures create a perpetuum mobile that carry the 

listener onward, to be joined by the dark, woody sonority of the bassoon and bass clarinet, with 

the tremolo on the upper strings suggestive of the silver moonlight filtering through the trees.

12. Danse Macabre

Unlike the large-scale battle music of To Arms! this track was composed to evoke the frenetic 

horror of a small-scale skirmish - perhaps with a band of goblins or the palace guards - where 

blades thrust, and arrows whistle past, and one misstep could lead to an abrupt and bloody end.  

The piece was later used for the Zombicide: Black Plague painting series, as well as the Nexu 

episode of the Star Wars Imperial Assault painting series.



13. Village of the Lost

Written for the first Zombicide: Black Plague painting episode, Village of the Lost tries to capture 

the atmosphere of a once-thriving medieval village that has since fallen under dark necromantic 

powers, and the inhabitants of which are now shuffling corpses animated by the forces of a 

black magic.  The piece ends with a haunting refrain from the medieval tune Sumer Is Icumen 

In (first heard in Tavern Tales) as a harrowing reminder of the lives the village folk once led…

14. Syndrael

Syndrael is a simple set of variations derived from the middle section of A Hero’s Return and was 

written to accompany the first episode of the Descent: Journeys in the Dark painting series which 

features Syndrael the elf warrior.  As I listen to this I can imagine Syndrael taking a respite 

from her adventures and walking through a forest glade - a place of peace and healing where 

she may lay down her shield and enjoy a deep, untroubled sleep, until the next adventure calls…

15. Forged in Flame

This piece was written for the Fire Giant episode of the Blood Rage painting series.  Wagner 

fans may notice a musical nod to the opera Siegfried with the low, growling brass lines, and the 

tapping of the anvil.  Rising and falling lines on the strings played with whole-tone trills are also 

used to suggest the flickering flames, and the piece builds up to a statement of the main Blood 

Rage theme tune towards the end.

16. Hearthside

This is the second piece of “tavern” music on the album and features in both the Zombicide: 

Black Plague and Descent: Journeys in the Dark painting series.  I chose to use individual 

instruments that could be played by a group of four or five musicians that I like to imagine 

entertaining guests by the hearthside at the local tavern.  



17. Regnum Mortis

Regnum Mortis (Kingdom Death) forms the central heart of the Prologue Survivors’ Kingdom 

Death: Monster episode.  The piece has an arch-like form in which the voices gradually rise 

- first a women’s choir, then a men’s, and towards the mid point both choirs together.  Stark 

textures and mounting dissonance build the tension towards the central climax before the piece 

climbs back down, with plaintive melodic lines presented by the solo ‘cello interspersed with 

a delicate falling motif on the celesta.  The women’s choir returns towards the end to mirror 

the opening, and throughout the piece the tonality teeters on a knife’s edge between major and 

minor to reflect the larger themes of duality in the Kingdom Death: Monster universe - light 

and darkness, hope and despair, life and death. 

18. Glowing Eyes

This is an arrangement of the fifteenth-century song L’homme armé (The Armed Man) which 

I created to accompany the painting of the glowing eyes of the zombies in Zombicide: Black 

Plague.  The piece was intended to somehow capture the idea that there was still some kind 

of life in the glowing eyes of the reanimated townsfolk, although not quite the life they once 

knew…

19. Mage Tower

This piece was written with the idea of a mage’s tower in mind - a high tower set in the 

mountains overlooking a distant kingdom, and a place of mystery, beauty, and enlightenment.  

I chose to use the solo voice of a choirboy and an abbey reverb to give the piece an ethereal, 

haunting quality.

20. Last Stand

Last Stand features in the Ann the Nun episode of the Zombicide: Black Plague painting series 

and was intended to capture the spirit of comradeship and heroism shared by Ann and her 

fellow survivors.



21. Into the Darkness

Into the Darkness was written as the climactic piece for the first of the Kingdom Death: Monster 

painting  videos.  An eerie opening in free time leads into a more driven second half underpinned 

with a jagged ostinato in the low strings.  The choir enters towards the end, once again giving a 

voice to the human protagonists and their will to survive, and I’m reminded of one unforgettable 

line from the opening narrative in the rule book: “The man with the lantern scrambled to his 

feet, his weapon clenched in his fist.  He took a deep breath and roared into the darkness.”

22. Winter’s Dawn

Winter’s Dawn is a delicate variation on Veil of Frost and was also used for the Frost Giant 

episode of the Blood Rage painting series.  I somehow wanted the tune to feel as if it was 

returning to us as a distant memory.  

23. To Arms!

To Arms! was originally composed to conjure the impression of an epic fantasy battle with 

pounding war drums and silver horns calling the troops to battle, and the opening tune went 

on to become the primary theme for the Blood Rage painting series.  Once the main tune is 

established a central modulating section builds up the tension before we’re led to a reprise of the 

A Hero’s Return theme which carries the piece towards its climax.  At its heart I wanted this 

piece to convey the sense that it’s often only in the darkest hour that true courage can be found.



The End

Thank you for joining me on this journey and for supporting my work.  I would also like to 

convey my deepest gratitude to my dear patrons over on Patreon, and to my dear family for 

showing such belief in me.  This one’s for you brother.      

Sorastro


